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X ( t ) is representable as a Fourier-Stieltjes integrd
A harmonizable continuous time parameter process 
CO
X ( t ) = [, e"'dz(X) with covariance function r(t,T) = W v ( x ( t ) , x ( T ) )
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It's assumed that all spectral support is on a finite are also taken to be sufficently smooth. Notice that 
Aliasing
Aliasing can of course occur. The discretely observed process X , = X ( n ) has a countably infinite number of lines of support in ( -K , if one of the lines of spectral support of X ( t ) has irrational slope a and it's spectral density on that line of support is nonzero at an infinite number of points vj with Ivjujl -i ca as j -i w. The aliased contributions for X , from a l i e of spectral support with slope a of X ( t ) will all be on line segments with slope a. The process discretely sampled at the integers has spectrum
Estimators
Consider obsermtions X,, s = -n/Z,. . . , n/Z with n even. The finite Fourier transform The rather elaborate limiting expression for the covariance simplifies in some cases of considerable interest. If there is no aliasing, the limiting behavior for the variance can be written W n + 1)bnua4fa,w(q)) if n + m, b, . 1 0, nb,/(logn) -+ DO except for a finite number of points 9. The additional terms that can arise at the finite number of exceptional points are the counterparts of 0,n in the doubling of the l i t formula for the variance of spectral estimates of stationary processes.
In the discussion of spectral estimates it has been assumed that one knows the elements of C precisely. If one has estimates of these elements with sufficient precision, the results obtained still hold. In the case of a harmonizable process satisfying our conditions that has an almost periodic Covariance function, methods for estimating the elements of L with sufficient precision are given in Lii and Rosenblatt [7] . Such processes of course have a 3 1 for (a, b) E L and so it is the Values of b that have to be estimated from the data. It seems clear that similar but more elaborate estimates will suffice in the general case.
